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1. Norfolk Island’s waste management issues are not new and there are no quick fix options to be 

applied.  

2. The increasingly diverse range and ever expanding volumes of toxic materials and products that 

are constantly being imported, all ultimately contribute to the waste stream somewhere along the 

line. 

3.  As with all developed countries of the world, these products and materials are used in abundance 

with no consideration of the impacts they inevitably bring. The physical constraints of a small island 

highlight what is actually a world-wide issue. For example houses built here a hundred years ago 

were mostly built of timber and iron – both being materials that ultimately break down naturally 

over time. Today there is asbestos sheeting, aluminium, tanalised woods and a multitude of 

plastics. 

4. The proliferation of plastics and other synthetic materials such as packaging, personal effects, 

white-goods and vehicle componentry place further burden on waste management services. 

5. The introduction of digital TV saw bulk quantities of functional TVs discarded. Changes to 

immigration and business activities have also added their pressures. 

6. Successive governments have underestimated the waste issue which has in turn kept them from 

successfully dealing with the issue, despite the best of intentions. 

7.  The Commonwealth’s refusal to allow the Norfolk Island Government to install improved burning 

facilities at Headstone Reserve, the one suitable industrial activity node under the Norfolk Island 

Plan has also been a major impediment to progress, leaving the island dependent upon 

establishing and trusting an expensive high tech incinerator to filter outputs close to town. 

8. The Norfolk Island Government has been systematically tackling the waste management problem 

and quickly assessed that the proposed RDAF 4 funded incinerator is inadequate for the island’s 

ongoing needs, a fact supported by the planning issues that have delayed the installation of the 

high temperature incinerator.  

Although delaying progress, planning laws and the Administrative Review Tribunal (A.R.T) process are 
serving to ensure all measures taken are the best possible options rather than substandard “quick fix 
solutions”.  While awaiting the outcome of the current A.R.T process the Government has been 
working through the logistics of using the Administration’s Air Curtain burner as an interim measure to 
improve incineration at Headstone.  
 
A draft waste management strategy has been produced “in house”. This strategy is being reviewed and 

refined by waste management specialists in the near future. The document covers all aspects of waste 

– domestic, industrial, e-waste and green-waste.  It addresses waste minimisation, recycling and 

export of hazardous materials and recyclables. The strategy also proposes interim measures for green-

waste management until Argentine ants are controlled.  

While increased funding would enable improvement, the Waste Management Centre conducts a 
massive, thankless and unenviable task that would be more readily recognised were it not functioning. 
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